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4 Sided Bay/Bow  
Window Measuring Sheet

Quantity:
Top opener height:
(transom drop)

Frame colour:

Handle colour:

Company:

Name:

Delivery address:

Phone:

Email:

Comments:

Add any special notes:

Order reference number:

Please draw with a pen any openers and horizontal or vertical bars needed: (viewed from the outisde)

External height: 
 mm

Cill:

Glazing:

Glass decoration:

Other:

Please measure and enter the internal dimensions and angles below:

Internal side width: 
 mm

Internal side width: 
 mm

Internal side width: 
 mm

Internal side width: 
 mm

Right angle: Left angle: 
Middle angle: 

Bays are to be measured using internal dimensions. You will need to measure from the inside corner of the existing window and include any 
existing bay poles or bay corner angles into these measurements.

Widths & Angles - Once you have determined the internal width measurements, enter these dimensions into the provided boxes. Note you 
are measuring from the corner of the existing frame to the centre of where the frames join together. I.e between the existing bay poles or bay 
corner angles.

Please indicate any toughened glass requirements with a “T” on the diagram above. Supplied with load bearing supports.

Height - Enter the overall height including the existing sill, unless this is not going to be replaced. I.e. a tiled sill is already in place and you plan to 
leave this in situ.
Processing - Once you have entered the required dimensions into the form above and completed the various details below, please save the 
form and email it to us at sales@justvaluedoors.co.uk. We will then send you a confirmation for you to check over and sign off to proceed.
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